
HOW IT WORKS

The Complete Content Transformation Solution for SharePoint®

Adlib PDF Enterprise for SharePoint®

THE LEADING DOCUMENT-TO-PDF TRANSFORMATION SOLUTION FOR MICROSOFT® SHAREPOINT®

 HIGHLIGHTS

•   Fast and Accurate Document Transformation
•  Apply Watermarks, Timestamps, Security,  

PDF, Navigation Features and much more...
•  Supports Microsoft® Office® and Hundreds  

of Popular Document Types
•  Enterprise Ready Server-based,  

Scalable Architecture
•  Rapid Deployment with Configurable  

out of the box Workflows

 BENEFITS

• Reduced Costs
• Increased Productivity and Efficiency
• Meet Regulatory and Archival Requirements
•  Extends and Enhances any 
 SharePoint Deployment
• Optimize Computing Resources
• Create and Configure No-code Solutions

PRODUCT DATASHEET

INPUTS

CONVERT COMBINE ENHANCE

Taking your organization’s variety and 
volume of unstructured documents...

...and turning them into useful and 
meaningful information people can use.

TRANSFORM 
HUNDREDS OF 
FILE TYPES  
INTO ASSETS

Adlib PDF Publisher 
Preview for
SharePoint® 13 

•   PDF
• PDF/A
• PDF/X
• DOC
• DOC/X
• TIFF

• JPEG
• XPS
• TXT
• EMAIL
• HTML

OUTPUTS

PDF PDF

TRANSFORM

Powered by the market-leading, server-based content 
transformation solution, Adlib PDF Enterprise for SharePoint® 
enables organizations to increase their efficiency and reduce costs 
associated with the automation of their Microsoft SharePoint-based 
document workflows. By intelligently automating the conversion of 
hundreds of document formats to searchable PDF in the back 
office, user error is virtually eliminated while dramatically 
improving efficiency. Adlib PDF Enterprise for SharePoint enables 
front office employees to focus on their work, not document 
transformation and storage.

Leveraging the familiar SharePoint user interface, Adlib PDF 
Enterprise for SharePoint’s workflows and document conversions 
appear transparent to the user, further extending the SharePoint 
value proposition by making it even easier for people to work 
together to quickly respond to changing business needs. Adlib 
content transformation workflows can be used on their own or 
integrated into more complex workflows created with third party 
applications such as Microsoft® SharePoint® Designer, Nintex® 
Workflow, K2® BlackPearl® and many more.

NEW
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  OUT-OF-THE-BOX WORKFLOWS INCLUDE:

•  Convert to PDF / PDF/A

•  Convert to PDF with Security

•  Convert to PDF with Watermark

•  Convert to PDF with Headers & Footers

•  OCR – Convert image files to searchable PDF

•  Merge Multiple Documents to PDF

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION AND AUTOMATION WITH SHAREPOINT

1  Source Documents in Different Formats

2  Final Consolidated Document

3   Merge Selection

4   Merge Order

5  Document Workflow Status
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Whether it’s streamlining information flow, adhering to regulatory compliance or simply archiving documents, 

the need to automatically convert documents into a standard, searchable, repurposeful format is an 

increasing challenge faced by IT management. When document fidelity and flexibility are important, the 

world’s largest companies choose Adlib PDF Enterprise for SharePoint.

Adlib is the leading expert in document-to-PDF transformation, enabling the world’s largest organizations to improve the 
efficiency, quality, and control of document-intensive business processes to optimize productivity, mitigate risk, and reduce costs.

215-3228 South Service Road, Burlington, Ontario Canada L7N 3H8 | 1.866.991.1704 | 1.905.631.2875 | +44 (0) 1454 776688 | adlibsoftware.com

 ENHANCE

•  Automatically apply 
- Table of Contents

 - Headers/Footers

• Watermarks/Logos/Disclaimers
 - Index
 - Page numbers

•  Document control data such as time/date 
stamps and status information

 COMBINE

•  Merge multiple documents and formats  
into a single PDF

•   Merge the right content in the  
right order

•  Intelligent Hyperlink and  
Bookmark Management

 CONVERT

•  Accurately transform hundreds of different 
document inputs including Microsoft Office  
to PDF with bookmarks and maintain 
hyperlinks

• Optimize PDF Size

•   High fidelity PDF/A conversion for  
confident archiving

•  Optical Character Recognition (OCR)  
- Zonal data extraction 
- Barcode and OMR (Optical Mark  
 Recognition) support

A Familiar SharePoint User Experience

Integration with Microsoft SharePoint is transparent to the user making document workflows and transformations quick and easy. By leveraging the associated 
document metadata, the automation of SharePoint workflows is further enhanced by an intelligent metadata rules engine that defines how documents are 
transformed to meet your changing business needs. (i.e. Add watermarks that reflect the lifecycle state of the document; Include headers or footers that identify 
the document “pedigree” – Author, Department, Date, etc.) 

http://www.adlibsoftware.com
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